Piezoelectric bone surgery is based on ultrasonic vibration of a device functioning as an osteotome. This device allows precise cuts to be made in bone structures without provoking lesions of adjacent soft tissues and at the same time offering excellent visibility within the surgical field. The use of this technique in alveolar distraction osteogenesis is described. Piezoelectric surgery appears to make the cutting of the transport segment easier and safer.
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**PATIENT SELECTION AND PROCEDURES**

All patients included in the study were patients who had consulted the Oral Surgery and Medicine Unit at the University of Santiago de Compostela for placement of implant-supported dentures and in whom prior evaluation had indicated a need for vertical alveolar distraction.
Piezosurgery Apparatus
The Piezosurgery System (Mectron Medical Technology, Carasco, Genova, Italy; Fig 3) comprises a central unit with control panel and control pedal, the piezo-electric handpiece with functional vibration frequency ranging from 25 to 30 kHz as required by the operator, and an associated cooling system, which allows irrigation with up to 60 mL/min of sterile cooling solution. The handpiece is fitted with one of a series of vibrating heads ("insert tips"), with different shapes and surface characteristics depending on the type of surgery (Fig 4). Power can be adjusted between 5 and 16 W, and the side-to-side vibration amplitude of the insert tip ranges correspondingly from 60 to 210 µm.

Surgical Procedure
All patients underwent vertical alveolar distraction by the method of Chin,18 with minor modifications per García et al.3 The surgery was carried under local anesthesia. A crestal incision was made along the length of the alveolar process, and a mucoperiosteal flap was raised without severing the connection between the lingual periosteum and the transport segment. The transport segment was cut in an inverted trapezoidal shape (Fig 5). The transport segment was divergent in the crestal direction, so as not to interfere with its mobility during distraction. It was created with sufficient mesiodistal length to allow subsequent placement of the implants. The osteotomy was commenced by marking the vertices of the trapezoid with a Lindemann burr in a Frios straight handpiece (Friadent, Mannheim, Germany). The incisions were then completed with a Piezosurgery System OT6 insert tip (Fig 4b). For bone cutting, the authors have found the "boosted" mode to be most effective, with application of the insert tip perpendicular to the bone (Fig 5) under maximum...
irrigation. It is necessary to find a balance between high velocity and low pressure, since excessive pressure on the bone prevents the vibration. In this respect, a useful guide is the sound made by the handpiece. There should be no variation in the sound as ultrasonic root scraping occurs. Also, it is important to make frequent short pauses during the osteotomy to prevent the insert tip from impacting the bone or from overheating or breaking.

To complete the osteotomy it is important to check the lingual finish by moving the transport segment over its full range of movement, with the aim of confirming that the segment does not show any points of excessive friction. Any final adjustments required can be made with a chisel.

Subsequently, the distractor is placed (screw, base plate, and transport plate) in line with the procedure described by Chin. Once in place, the transport segment is raised to a height of 5 mm without disconnecting the mucoperiosteal flap to ensure adequate mobility during the distraction period and to confirm that its freedom of movement and vector of distraction are adequate. The segment is then returned to its original position.

Distraction is started 7 days later at a rate of 0.5 mm every 12 hours until the required height has been reached. At the end of the distraction period the distraction area is examined radiologically (Fig 6). After 12 weeks, the distractor is removed, and the implants are placed. After another 6 weeks, the implants are ready for loading (Figs 7 and 8).

**DISCUSSION**

Piezoelectric bone cutting is based on controlled ultrasonic vibration of the instrument head, known as the insert tip. The cut obtained is micrometric, due to the very small vibration amplitude of the insert tip (60 to 210 µm side-to-side, 20 to 60 µm vertically). The cut
is selective, since the vibration frequency used only cuts bone tissue, not soft tissue. The surgical field remains relatively free of blood, because of the irrigation and ultrasonic effects on the irrigation solution (known as the “cavitation effect”).

As a result of these characteristics, piezoelectric techniques allow very precise cuts. The integrity of adjacent soft tissues (notably the periosteum and vascular/nerve bundles) and very good visibility in the surgical field can be maintained. The design of the insert tips and full control over vibration rate contributes greatly to the precision of this technique and reduces the risk of complications related to damage to adjacent soft tissues, including nerves and blood vessels. The aforementioned cavitation effect is due to the creation of depressions in the irrigation solution, which give rise to bubbles of saturated vapor that in turn form smaller bubbles, so that the irrigation solution forms an aerosol with improved capacity to remove detritus and keep the surgical field clean.

Alveolar distraction osteogenesis is a relatively new technique that requires some surgical skill and is associated with frequent minor complications. The osteotomy is the most difficult part of the procedure, since it is necessary to preserve the integrity of the lingual periosteum, which will maintain the vascularization of the transport segment. Vertical alveolar distraction, which is aimed at increasing alveolar ridge height prior to endosseous implant placement, is typically performed in partially or entirely edentulous patients, and thus often close to functionally important structures such as the inferior dental nerve or Schneiderian membrane. This proximity to such structures complicates the procedure. In such cases it is very important for the cut to be precise, and piezosurgery is ideal for this purpose, in that the vibrating insert tip cuts only bone, not soft tissues.

Nevertheless, there is some risk of tissue lesion if the technique is not used correctly (eg, if excessive pressure is applied with the insert tip, if the tip is allowed to overheat or break). This latter risk is lower with piezoelectric instruments than with conventional instruments, and the likelihood of causing marginal osteonecrosis is lower. To the authors’ knowledge, there have been no studies of possible adverse effects on bone after piezoelectric osteotomy, such as thrombogenesis or impaired bone blood flow. Experiments in animals have indicated that ultrasonic frequencies above 20 kHz can induce intravascular clots. This possibility, particularly in the mandible, where the vascularization is already poor, may have negative consequences.

Piezoelectric bone surgery appears well suited for osteotomy in alveolar distraction osteogenesis. It allows precision cutting with low risk of damage to nearby soft tissues (including the inferior dental nerve and lingual periosteum) and offers excellent visibility of the surgical field. Promising results have been obtained with ultrasonic bone cutting techniques in several previous studies in the oral context, but further comparative studies of its efficacy and its complications are required before this technique can be adopted as a routine clinical practice.
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